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Multiple Andreev reflection and giant excess noise
in diffusive superconductorÕnormal-metalÕsuperconductor junctions

T. Hoss, C. Strunk,* T. Nussbaumer, R. Huber,† U. Staufer,‡ and C. Scho¨nenberger
Institut für Physik, Universita¨t Basel, Klingelbergstraße 82, CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland

~Received 10 February 2000!

We have studied superconductor/normal-metal/superconductor (SNS) junctions consisting of short Au or
Cu wires between Nb or Al banks. The Nb based junctions display inherent electron heating effects induced by
the high thermal resistance of theNS boundaries. The Al based junctions show in addition subharmonic gap
structures in the differential conductancedI/dV and a pronounced peak in the excess noise at very low
voltagesV. We suggest that the noise peak is caused by fluctuations of the supercurrent at the onset of
Josephson coupling between the superconducting banks. At intermediate temperatures where the supercurrent
is suppressed a noise contribution}1/V remains, which suggests the presence of a long-range proximity effect
in the noise.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superconductor/normal-metal (SN) interfaces of high
transparency exhibit remarkably different properties for el
tric charge and energy transfer, respectively. Quasiparti
with energye below the energy gapD of the superconducto
cannot enter the superconductor. This implies a high ther
resistance of theSN boundary since energy is exclusive
carried by the quasiparticles.1 In contrast, charge can b
transmitted ate,D via the Andreev reflection process: A
electron coming from the normal side is reflected as a h
and a Cooper pair is transferred to the superconductor.2 This
should have important consequences for the energy distr
tion of quasiparticles in a short normal bridge connected
two superconducting reservoirs. Here we assume that
length L of the bridge is larger than the thermal diffusio
length LT5A\D/2pkBT which governs the penetration o
Cooper pairs into the normal wire. ForL.LT the supercur-
rent through the structure is exponentially weak.

In the case of normal reservoirs the distribution functi
f (e) in the wire either assumes a two step shape if the
elastic scattering lengthLin(e)@L, or smears out into a
Fermi-Dirac function with a spatially varying electron tem
perature ifLin(e)!L.3–5 The broadening off (e) has been
detected by local tunneling spectroscopy,4 or by measuring
the power spectral densitySV(V) of the current noise in the
junction.5–7

In the case of superconducting reservoirs the broade
of f (e) is expected to be much more dramatic when co
pared to normal reservoirs. In particular for small appli
voltageseV!D quasiparticles have to climb up to the e
ergy gapD via multiple Andreev reflections~MAR! at the
two SN boundaries in order to remove the deposited ene
into the reservoirs. For samples shorter than the phase co
ence lengthLf subharmonic gap structures have been
served in diffusive samples8 in the differential conductance
dI/dV at voltages close toV52D/en where n counts the
number of reflections in the MAR cycle. Such structur
have been found earlier in superconducting microbridg
tunnel junctions and ballisticS/N/S point contacts.9 It is
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interesting to look for such long-range proximity effects al
in the noise. There are theoretical10–13 and experimental14

indications that the MAR cycle transfers multiple char
quanta of magnitude 2D/V, which should lead to an en
hanced current noise at low bias voltages. For diffusive s
tems so far only indications of charge doubling have be
reported, which points towards single Andreev reflecti
events.15

In this work, we address the above questions by mea
ing dI/dV and SV of high transparency Nb/Au/Nb, Al/Au/
Al, and Al/Cu/Al junctions prepared by means of an ano
ganic shadow mask.16 Compared to previous studies17 we
focus on junctions having a very small critical current. Th
allows to study the low voltage regime which is otherwi
difficult to access because of heating effects.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION

The samples are prepared by angle evaporation throu
suspended Si3N4 mask on a Si substrate with a SiO2 spacer
layer.16 The anorganic mask avoids the previously observ
deterioration of the superconducting properties of the Nb
outgassing of the conventional organic resist~e.g.,PMMA)
during evaporation of the high melting point Nb.18 The
Si3N4 top layer is patterned by conventional electron be
lithography. Wet etching of the 800 nm SiO2 layer results in
the desired undercut profile. The high mechanical strengt
the Si3N4 allows large undercuts and freely suspend
brigdes of several micron length. The transition temperat
of narrow Nb wires displayed only a minor reduction~0.2 K!
of the superconducting transition temperatureTc when com-
pared to codeposited Nb films.16 Our SNSdevices consist of
thin (.15 nm) normal wires~Au or Cu! of 0.4–2 mm
length and 100–200 nm width between thick~50–200 nm!
reservoirs made of Nb or Al. A scanning electron microgra
of a Nb/Au/Nb sample is shown in Fig. 1.

A single SNS junction and a series of 9–16 junction
together with 20mm long N and S wires were prepared si
multaneously on the same chip. From weak localization m
surements of the long wires we determinedLf of the N
metal. The spectral densitySV of the voltage fluctuations
4079 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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4080 PRB 62T. HOSSet al.
across the sample is measured as a function of current bi
the frequency range between 100 and 400 kHz with a cr
correlation technique.7 With this technique we obtain a volt
age sensitivity of 50 pV2/AHz with commercial room-
temperature preamplifiers. The measurements are perfor
in a 3He cryostat which is shielded from rf interference byp
filters at room temperature and by a thermocoax filter
stage at the 0.3 K stage. The sample is put into an rf t
copper chamber at the sample temperature.

III. NB ÕAUÕNB JUNCTIONS

In Fig. 2 we show the differential conductancedI/dV vs
applied voltage of a single Au wire of lengthL51 mm
between Nb reservoirs. The inset displaysR(T) for the same
sample. The data are recorded using ac currents of typic
10 and 20 nA. When lowering the temperature the resista

FIG. 1. Scanning electron micrograph of a typical sam
viewed under a large tilt angle. The normal wire between the
Nb reservoirs~top and bottom! is defined through the slit in the
freely suspended nitride mask. Inset: schematic of the sample
out.

FIG. 2. Differential conductancedI/dV of a single Nb/Au/Nb
junction as a function of voltageV for two temperatures. The shar
peak atV50 indicates the rapid destruction of electron-hole coh
ence by a finite bias voltage. The arrow indicatesV52D/e
52.6 mV. Note the absence of subharmonic gap structures.
Au wire is 1 mm long, 130 nm wide, and 15 nm thick. The thick
ness of the Nb reservoirs is 50 nm. Inset: Resistance vs temper
for the same sample.
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first drops around 8.2 K which indicates the superconduct
transition of the reservoirs. Further reduction of the tempe
ture leads to a continuous decrease ofRwhich becomes more
drastic below 2 K. This proximity induced reduction ofR is
accompagnied by a sharp peak in the differential cond
tancedI/dV at zero bias voltage. The peak has a width
50 mV ~which is close tokBT at 0.3 K! and can be seen a
the precursor of a supercurrent which emerges whenLT be-
comes comparable to the wire lengthL. The peak has a
height of only 10% of the normal-state resistanceRN of the
wire for L52 mm, while we find supercurrents up t
50 mA for L50.4 mm in samples with Nb banks.

In Fig. 3 we present the excess noiseSV of a series of nine
Nb/Au/Nb junctions with 2mm long Au wires. As a refer-
ence measurement, we first collected data in a perpendic
magnetic field of 6 T in which the Nb reservoirs are norma
~open squares!. For a direct comparison of the~effective!
electron temperaturesTel we have normalizedSV with
dV/dI ~see right-hand scale!. For lower voltagesV,1 mV
the measured noise falls on the 1/3 reduced shot n
~dashed line!. At higher voltages, additional cooling vi
electron-phonon scattering results in a negative curvatur
SV .19

In the case of superconducting reservoirs~solid circles!
we find a dramatic increase ofSV in particular for the small-
est voltages. The normalized excess noise rises with ne
vertical slope atV50 and merges atV;2D/e into the 6 T
curve. The latter is expected because for energiese*D the
probability of Andreev reflection rapidly vanishes. Note th
Tel is already.6 K for V.2D/e. From weak localization
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FIG. 3. Scaled excess noiseSV /dV/dI as a function of voltage
for a series of nine Nb/Au/Nb junctions of 2mm length, 200 nm
width, and 15 nm thickness for normal (h) and superconducting
(d) Nb reservoirs. The arrow indicatesV52D/e52.6 mV. The
zero-bias resistance per junction is 39(72)V at B50(6) T and the
diffusion constant of the wire isD.68 cm2/s. At 6 T the Nb
reservoirs contribute significantly to the junction resistance. T
right-hand scale indicates the effective electron temperature.
dashed line indicates the shot noise of noninteracting electron
case of normal reservoirs. The solid line gives an estimate of
electron heating effect according to Eqs.~1! and ~2!. Inset:
Electron-phonon~dashed line! andN/S interface~dotted line! con-
tributions to the cooling power as a function of electron temperat
Tel in the wire.Tel in the reservoirs is assumed to remain at 0.27
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measurements on the long Au wire we inferLf50.63 mm
at 1.3 K (0.4 mm at 4.2 K!. SinceLf is considerably shorte
than the wire length of 2mm the MAR cycle is incoherent
This is confirmed by the absence of subharmonic gap
tures indI/dV ~see Fig. 2!.

The electron temperature in the Au wire is controlled
the power dissipation in the wire, the energy loss via qua
particle transmission through theS/N interfaces, and the
electron phonon scattering in the Au wire.7 At low Tel the
electronic heat diffusion within the Au wire is much fast
than the energy loss across the interfaces so that we
assume local thermal equilibrium with a nearly constant te
perature profile along the wire. The heat transfer through
interfaces can be reasonably well described in terms o
simple expression for the heat currentPNS(Tel) through the
N/S boundaries:

PNS~Tel!5
2

Rme2E2`

`

e~ f N2 f S!~12A2B!de. ~1!

This formula is analogous to the Blonder-Tinkham-Klapw
~BTK! expression for the charge current through a point c
tact, where,Rm is the normal-state resistance of theN/S
boundary,f N(Tel) and f S(TBath) are the Fermi functions in
the wire and the reservoirs, whileA(e,Z) andB(e,Z) are the
coefficients of Andreev and normal reflection, andZ is the
interface parameter. We estimateRm.5 V. Within our sim-
plified model, the cooling power via electron phonon scatt
ing is given by

Pep~Tel!5S kB

e D 2 L2G

RN
~Tel

5 2TBath
5 !, ~2!

where L is the length of the normal wire andG.5
3108 K23 m22 for Au.7 The parameterG is related to the
electron-phonon scattering rate:tep

215z(3)/2z(5)DGTel
3 ,

wherez(n) is the Riemann zeta function.20 The calculated
cooling power according to Eqs.~1! and ~2! is plotted as a
function of Tel in the wire ~dotted and dashed line! in the
inset of Fig. 3. For simplicity we assumeZ50. The solid
line is the sum of both contributions and corresponds to
solid line in the main Fig. 3. Finite values ofZ lead to a shift
of the solid lines to lower cooling power and to higher ele
ton temperatures, respectively. At intermediate temperat
both contributions are of comparable magnitude, while
electron-phonon term wins at low temperature because o
exponential cutoff of theN/S interface term and at high tem
perature because of the strongTel

5 increase of the electron
phonon term. In our geometry where the area of theN/S
interface is tiny (2003200 nm2), the N/S interface term is
much smaller than in the related experiment on Nb/Al/
junctions by Jehlet al.,15 who used subtractive structuring o
a Nb/Al bilayer. This may be the reason, why heating effe
appear to be negligible in the latter experiment.

IV. AL ÕCUÕAL JUNCTIONS

It is now very interesting to look at samples, in whic
Lf(e) remains larger than the wire length. To avoid inelas
scattering, it is necessary to keepTel below .1 K in the
voltage rangeV<2D. In a second set of experiments w
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replaced Nb by Al, having a much smaller gapDAl . As a
consequence, the energies acquired in the MAR cycle
much lower and we expect to enter the regime of coher
Andreev reflection. For the normal wire we used both A
and Cu, where for Cu we measured a longer phase coher
length of Lf(1.3 K)51.2 mm than for Au, where
Lf(1.3 K)50.63 mm. Figure 4 shows the resistance
temperature of a series of 1631 mm long Al/Cu/Al junc-
tions. When loweringT the resistance sharply drops at th
transition of the reservoirs.1.25 K and then continuously
vanishes as the proximity effect drives the Cu wire into
superconducting state. This sample shows zero resistan
the lowest T since the Thouless energyEc5\D/L2

.5 meV and the normal-state conductance are larger c
pared to the Nb/Au/Nb junctions. According to the theory
Wilhelm et al.17 the critical currentI c(T) reads in the limit
kBT@Ec :

I c~T!5
3.0 mV/K

RNAT0

T3/2exp~2AT/T0!, ~3!

whereT05Ec/2pkB .
The inset of Fig. 4 displays the measured current-volta

(IV) characteristics of the same sample. The turning poin
the IV curves indicatesI c (350 mK)'300 nA. With our
sample parameters we estimate from Eq.~3! a critical current
I c (350 mK).510 nA. This estimate is reasonably close
the measured values. On the other hand, we observe a
stantial broadening of the transition such that the zero v
age state is reached only for currents&80 nA.

At finite temperatures a certain intrinsic broadening of t
IV curves is expected by virtue of thermally activated pha
slips which is usually described within the resistive

FIG. 4. Resistance vs temperature of a series of 16 Al/Cu
junctions. The Cu wires are 0.9mm long, 160 nm wide, and 18 nm
thick and have a diffusion constantD.72 cm2/s. The thickness of
the Al reservoirs is 150 nm. Inset: Current-voltage characteristic
the low-voltage region. The symbols are the experimental data
thick the solid line is a fit according to the RSJ model usingI c

.270 nA. ~Ref. 21!.
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4082 PRB 62T. HOSSet al.
shunted junction~RSJ! model.21 Our SNSjunctions are self
shunted withRN as the shunt resistance. We observe a bro
ening which is much stronger than expected from the R
model. This is illustrated by an RSJ fit usingI c5270 nA
andT5350 mK which is represented by the thick solid lin
in the inset of Fig. 4. In principle, such an enhanced bro
ening can be caused by external electromagnetic inte
ence. At high frequencies this source of broadening is s
pressed by our rf filtering at room temperature and
sample stage. At lower frequencies we have checked tha
highest spikes in the frequency spectrum correspond to
rent noise below 1 nA/AHz, which is much lower than the
critical current at 350 mK. We are therefore confident th
there is an intrinsic origin of the broadening of theIV curves.
At voltagesV*5 mV the measured currents become larg
than the fit. This is caused by the excess current induced
the Andreev reflection~see the discussion below!.

Being made for tunnel junctions, a failure of the R
model for longSNSjunctions is not too surprising since
takes into account only the phase degree of freedom of
pair amplitudeF(x)5^c↓c↑&, while it neglects spatial varia
tions of the absolute valueuF(x)u. In SNSjunctions there is
a minimum ofuF(x)u at the center of theN wire. The mini-
mum value ofuF(x)u at this ‘‘weak spot’’ strongly depend
on the ratioL/LT which is reflected in the temperature d
pendence ofI c at temperatureskBT!D described by Eq.~3!.
We believe that the enhanced rounding of theIV curves is
related to the presence of the weak spot in theN wire, which
greatly facilitates phase slips in longSNSjunctions. Corre-
spondingly, also the shape ofR(T) cannot be fitted with the
RSJ formulas, since the temperature dependence ofI c is su-
perimposed on that of the thermal activation process. In p
ticular,R(T) does not follow a simple Arrhenius law. Broad
ened transitions induced by phase slip processes also o
in microbridges and long filaments made from homogene
superconductors. The latter examples differ fromSNSjunc-
tions in that the main temperature dependence comes
D(T), which is not important at temperaturesT!Tc .

The dI/dV curves of the same sample but in a larg
voltage range are presented for various temperatures in
5. Besides the supercurrent atV50 we find a considerable
conductance enhancement forV,2D. In addition, conduc-
tance peaks close toV52DAl /ne are present, which we at
tribute to coherent MAR cycles. The peaks are rather br
and then53 peak appears even to be split. The left in
shows the scaling of the peak positions with 1/n. The right
inset displays the temperature dependence of the 2D/e ~i.e.,
n51) peak. The peak voltages nicely match the BCS cu
with a slightly reduced gap. Being governed byLf(T),8 the
amplitude of the MAR features shows a relatively weak te
perature dependence. This is in contrast to the supercu
which strongly varies with temperature as expected from
exponential dependence of the Josephson coupling onLT .
Nearly identical observations have been made on Al/Au
junctions.

In order to further check that the peaks indI/dV are in-
deed related to the gap energy we compared samples
different wire resistance. The critical current of the mo
resistive samples was substantially smaller but the peak v
ages remained nearly unaffected as demonstrated by th
d-
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sets in Fig. 5. The values of the gapD(T50)5163 meV
extracted from the 2D peaks are slightly reduced with re
spect to the bulk value of 186meV. Earlier experiments on
conventional Nb/Nb point contacts22 have shown a similar
suppression of the order parameter at then51 peak which
was attributed to a reduction ofD by the relatively high
currents which are required to generate the voltage 2D/e in
low Ohmic contacts withRN.20–40V. This also contrib-
utes to deviations from the scaling of the peak voltages,
V(n51)/V(n52)'1.6–1.8 instead of 2 in Fig. 5. Simila
effects are also visible in the data of Ref. 8.

Another important quantity is the excess currentI exc
5I (V)2V/RN , i.e., the enhancement of theIV characteris-
tic above the Ohmic straight line.I exc quantifies the inte-
grated proximity correction todI/dV and saturates at larg
bias voltageseV.2D, where the Andreev reflection is sup
pressed. For superconducting point contacts withEc@D the
excess current is predicted to beI exc5(p2/421)D/eRN
.11 mA.23 In the opposite limit of long diffusive junctions
with Ec!D, I exc is suppressed with increasing length as 1L
and amounts24 to I exc50.82D/eRN•j* /L.2.9 mA where
j* 5A\DS /D and DS.400 cm2/s.25 When integrating the
dI/dV curves in Fig. 5 we find an asymptotic value ofI exc
.3.5 mA, which is in acceptable agreement with the the
retical value obtained in the diffusive limit. The excess cu
rent is another feature, which is not contained in the R
model.

Analogous to the dc conductance,26 one may expect also
in the noise different types of proximity effects occurring o
the two length scalesLT andLf . In Fig. 6 we present noise
data for the same sample as in Figs. 4 and 5. We indeed
a huge peak inSV at very low voltages around 3 –4mV

FIG. 5. Differential conductancedI/dV vs voltageV of the
same sample as in Fig. 4 for several temperatures. The arrow
dicate subharmonic gap structures corresponding approximate
integer fractions of 2D. Left inset: Position of the conductanc
peaks vs 1/n for three different samples. The solid line indicates t
scaling for the gap of bulk Al. Right inset: Position of the 2D
conductance peak vs temperature for two samples with diffe
normal state conductance (d:50 mS,s:29.3 mS). The solid line
is a BCS fit for 2D5325 meV andTc51.23 K.
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PRB 62 4083MULTIPLE ANDREEV REFLECTION AND GIANT . . .
'0.02D/e. The noise enhancement appears in the stron
nonlinear part ofI (V) ~inset in Fig. 4! and is frequency
independent between 100 and 400 kHz~see inset in Fig. 6!.
The noise peak vanishes at elevated temperatures tog
with the supercurrent whenLT becomes smaller than th
sample length. The nonmonotonic dependence ofSV on V is
in strong contrast to the 2-mm-long Nb/Au sample of Fig. 3
which shows no supercurrent at our lowest temperatures
whereSV is monotonically rising withV. At higher voltages
we find an enhancement ofSV for superconducting reservoir
~full circles! with respect to normal reservoirs~open tri-
angles!. In the voltage regimeV*D the noise enhancemen
is most likely caused by heating similar to the Nb/Au ca
discussed above, where the heating is even more pronou
because of the larger gap of the Nb.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Noise for L TœL

One possible origin of the low voltage noise peak a
temporal fluctuations of the critical current as previously o
served in grain boundary junctions made from hig
temperature superconductors.27 Such critical current fluctua
tions may be caused by the motion of localized defects c
to the junction and should result in a 1/f -like frequency de-
pendence of the voltage noise close toI c as well as of the
normal-state resistanceRN . The latter would result in a para
bolic increase ofSV for I .I c which is absent in Fig. 6. At
our typical measuring frequenciesf .100 kHz the measured
peak height is independent off ~see the inset in Fig. 6!. For
f ,100 kHz we observe a small increase of the peak am
tude which is currently not understood, but certainly inco

FIG. 6. Scaled excess noiseSV /dV/dI as a function of voltage
for the same device as in Fig. 5 with superconducting (d) and
normal (,) reservoirs. The resistance per junction is 19.6V in the
normal state. The solid line indicates the shot noise of noninter
ing electrons in case of normal reservoirs. Note the expanded s
at low V, with data taken atT5350, 375, 400, 500, and 600 mK
~from top to bottom!. Inset: Amplitude of the low voltage nois
peak of a similar sample as a function of frequency. The solid
corresponds to a 1/f dependence.
ly
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sistent with a 1/f law. Hence 1/f noise can be ruled out a
the origin of the low-voltage noise peak.

Earlier experiments on shunted tunnel junctions have a
revealed an increase of the noise at low voltages.28 This ef-
fect has been predicted29 to arise as a consequence
Johnson-Nyquist noise of the shunt resistor. Fluctuation
high frequencies are mixed down to low frequencies by
highly nonlinear IV characteristics of the junction. Goo
agreement with the experiment has been found for both
noise rounding of theIV curves and the excess noise. Wh
calculating the noise according to the RSJ model using
measureddI/dV andI c(T) in the low-voltage region for the
temperatures shown in Fig. 6 we find a peak with an am
tude of 35 (pV2) s/V at 350 mK which is about 20 time
smaller than the measured noise peak.

We believe that the noise peak is related to a stron
fluctuating supercurrent at the onset of finite voltage. As d
cussed already in the context of theIV curves in Fig. 4,
temporal fluctuations ofuF(x)u can be thermally excited a
the weak spot in the center of theN wire. These lead to large
fluctuations of the supercurrent, and consequently to b
large noise and unusually broadIV curves. The minimum in
uF(x)u is the specific feature of junctions longer thanLT and
is not contained in the treatment of Refs. 10–12.

The thermally activated fluctuations of the supercurr
have to be distinguished from the fluctuations of the criti
current discussed above. The latter correspond to fluctuat
of the activation energy with an 1/f spectrum, which are
negligible at the time scale ofms, where our noise measure
ments are usually performed.

Independent support of this interpretation is provided
the recent observation of Thomaset al.,30 who found a simi-
lar thermally activated rounding of theIV characteristics in
InAs-basedSNSjunctions. Their samples are also in the r
gime L.LT and the measured activation energy is typica
two orders of magnitude smaller than expected from the R
model. In our samples,R(T) is also broader than expecte
from the RSJ model~see the inset in Fig. 4!. Thomaset al.
suggest that the rounding of theIV characteristics may be
caused by an additional current noise, which is much lar
than the Johnson noise of the device. Our work provid
direct experimental evidence for such an enhanced nois
the onset of Josephson coupling in ‘‘long’’ (Ec!D) SNS
contacts.

B. Noise for L fœL

In contrast to the supercurrent the MAR induced subh
monic gap structure indI/dV is much less temperature de
pendent~see Fig. 5!. This illustrates the already mentione
separation of the two length scalesLT and Lf . While the
noise peak in Fig. 6 vanishes forLT&L the question remains
open, whether there exist also long-ranged effects in
noise. One possible effect would be the existance of mult
charge quantaq* 52D/V induced by of higher order
MAR’s. These should result in an enhanced shot noiseSI
52q* I at low voltages.10–12 A first indication for such an
effect was seen in NbN based pinhole junctions.14 In order to
check for MAR induced low voltage noise we have to look
higher temperatures where the supercurrent and its co
sponding noise peak are suppressed. In Fig. 7 we plot
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effective chargeq* /e5SI /2eI vs 1/V. At low temperatures
T&500 mK the noise peak inSV is reflected also inq* .
Remarkably,q* rises again for even lower voltages, inste
of dropping to zero as expected if the supercurrent nois
the only noise source. At higher temperaturesT*500 mK
the peak associated to supercurrent fluctuations vanishes
we still find a signal which rises roughly linear with 1/V for
V,5 –10 mV'Ec . At the lowest voltages all curve
~dashed lines! seem to merge into a straight line with a slo
only slightly lower than'0.332D as predicted by the
theory for the diffusive regime~solid line!.12 On the other
hand the theory by Naveh and Averin for the MAR noi
considers very short junctions withEc@D. In our longSNS
junctionsEc!D is thesmallestenergy scale. To our knowl
edge, the shot noise has not yet been calculated for this c

FIG. 7. Effective multiple chargeq* 5SI /2eI as a function of
1/V corresponding to the data in Fig. 6. The solid line indicates
theoretical estimate forq* for the diffusive case~Ref. 12!. The
dashed lines are a guide to the eye. The error bars indicate
uncertainty due to the subtraction of the background noise.
d

is

but

se.

The measured noise corresponds to effective cha
ranges up to 100e, which is suprisingly large since the co
herence of the MAR cycle is expected to be cut off by
elastic scattering in our samples after a few Andreev refl
tions. From this point of view, it is already surprising that w
find up to four MAR peaks indI/dV. Although the magni-
tude and the functional dependence of the low-voltage no
in Fig. 7 are compatible with the existence of multip
charges, we cannot exclude other possibilities. Further
periments are required to clarify the origin of this lon
ranged contribution to the noise.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

By means of noise measurements we have shown
multiple Andreev reflections in a normal-metal wire san
wiched between two superconductors lead to substan
electron heating in the wire. The strength of this heat
effect depends on the size of the gap in the superconduc
For Nb with a large gap the effective electron temperat
raises already for small currents up to several K, which le
to a suppression of coherent multiple Andreev reflection.
the smaller gap superconductor Al the heating is less p
nounced and phase sensitive effects such as subharmoni
structure become visible. With the onset of a proximity i
duced supercurrent through the normal wire a sharp n
peak appears at low voltages, which we attribute to therm
induced fluctuations of the supercurrent. When the super
rent is suppressed at moderately elevated temperatures
other contribution to the noise remains at low voltag
which indicates the existence of a long-range proximity
fect in the noise.
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